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Service overview
Installing and deploying new devices for your organisation
can be overwhelming, and a time- and resource-consuming
affair. Ready Deploy Service by HP offer your organisation a
seamless deployment solution that gets your devices
business-ready right out of the box. Let HP experts handle the
heavy lifting for you with a streamlined suite of logistics,
installation, and deployment services. Whether it’s delivering
end user-ready devices to specified locations, or installing
new devices, we will get your business up and running
quickly—on your terms.
For an enhanced deployment experience, there's Ready
Deploy Plus Service. You will get a single point of contact to
handle your large-scale device deployment from end-to-end.
Plus, our onsite HP professionals can ensure seamless
migration of existing data, secure and professional disposal of
your retiring assets and realise the market value of your old
devices. With our 30-day post-deployment support, you can
now focus on what's truly important—your core business.
Get your new devices up and running quickly
Let HP professionals install and set up new devices
for your end users to get their systems up and running
fast – and to make large-scale deployments easier
to manage.
Streamline new device deployments across
your organisation

Ready Deploy at a glance
Service Features
Deployment Scheduling
and Planning

Onsite Installation
and Deployment

Migrate data the easy way and keep your
end users productive*
Not being able to transfer existing data and configurations
to new devices with ease can lead to lost productivity. Let HP
professionals migrate data from existing devices to new PCs
so that your users can stay focused on their work.

Deploying new devices across your organisation is no
easy feat. With HP Logistics Services, we handle all the
key details for you, from coordinating deliveries, to
unpacking your systems and removing the packaging
materials.

Let HP handle your device disposal*
HP can take charge of the asset retirement process, from
hard-drive removal or destruction, recycling of hardware1
in compliance with applicable legislative practices and
environmental regulations, to realising the market value
of your old devices through reuse2.

Seamless third-party hardware integration

Single point of contact* for all your deployment needs

Integrating hardware and software tools can be a hassle.
With HP onsite experts, we ensure that your HP PCs are
seamlessly and efficiently integrated with third-party
hardware and HP accessories, and installed with the
latest HP software and tools.

You will get a single point of contact to help you plan,
schedule, and coordinate logistics from start to finish.
Leave deployment to us and focus on your business.

Data Migration and
Settings

Old Device Disposal

Ready Deploy

Ready Deploy Plus

Appointment schedule and implementation planning

√

√

Desk-side delivery

√

√

Unpacking and waste removal

√

√

Onsite installation of end users' device

√

√

Power-on/boot-up

√

√

3rd party hardware2 integration; HP software and
tools activation, and HP accessories installation

√

√

Setup and security settings

√

√

Network connection and authentication

√

√

Deployment tracking and reporting

√

√

End to end coordination

√

√

Single point of contact for deployment

√

30 days post deployment assistance

√

Automated solution via HP Data Migration Tool

√

User settings and data migration to new devices

√

Data storage tips

√

Deinstallation and logistics

√
√

Data wipe
Recycling and HDD Destruction

3

Recovery value through reuse3

For more information on Ready Deploy Service, please contact your local
HP sales representative or HP preferred reseller.
Learn more about HP Services at hp.com/go/services

√
√

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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* Available on Ready Deploy Plus.
1

Program availability varies. For more information, visit hp.com/recycle

2

Monitors, printers and headsets

Devices selected for recycling cannot be concurrently made for reuse and vice versa. The nett recovery value may differ from the original quote to
the extent and the variance in the expected equipment quantity conditions and specifications.

3

This service may not be available in every location. Please contact your local HP sales representative for country-specific coverage and limitations.
Ready Deploy services are available for notebooks, desktops, thin clients, workstations, retail point-of-sale (RPOS) systems, and attached
peripherals, including monitors, docking stations, keyboards, and mice.
HP services are governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service provided or indicated to Customer at the time of purchase. Customer
may have additional statutory rights according to applicable local laws, and such rights are not in any way affected by the HP terms and conditions of
service or the HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP Product.
© Copyright 2017 HP Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for
HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be
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